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Digitally Delivered Alliance Management Training
Pump up the value to demonstrate why alliance management is essential to company success

Learn core alliance

management practices to
maximize alliance value

Explore the unique aspects
of partnering when face-toface is not possible

Examine how to put into

action the principles of agile
management to create
greater value

Live, interactive workshops delivered over Zoom
Multiple, short sessions result in greater engagement than half- or full-day traditional training
Lots of breakout discussions give colleagues a chance to interact in an informal setting
“Homework” reinforces lessons, prereads provide thought leadership and case studies
Record live sessions for future use or take advantage of pre-recorded modules
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Learning in Action for Alliance Professionals,
Executives, Team Members

Case Studies

Practices and Tools

Innovative New Approaches

Examine common alliance challenges and
encourage participants to find options to
create mutual value
Use frameworks for analyzing a situation
and communicating the path forward

Apply techniques from other industries and
disciplines to advance collaborative
leadership and produce breakthrough results
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A Selection of Our Most Popular Training
All courses are customized to ensure relevant case studies and to address learners’ specific needs
Ask about a course or curriculum specifically designed for your organization
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Key Practices and Tools

Alliance Risk
Management

Alliance Startups

Governance Bootcamp

Alliance management basics
focused on maximizing value
stakeholders and partners
recognize, adapted for a
world of remote work

Identify and proactively
address value eroding risks,
preventing conflict and
preserving trust

Establishing how partners
work together, building trust,
and overcoming differences
takes on new meaning when
face-to-face is no more

Give executives the mindset,
skillset, and toolset they need
to exercise true collaborative
leadership and guide
alliances to success
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Digital Health Alliances

The Alliance
Management Network

What Can I Say?

Collaborative Problem
Solving

Examine how the pandemic
has accelerated the digital
transformation of healthcare
and the nuances of partnering
with technology companies

Accelerate and maximize
value by taking an assetcentric approach to alliance
management

Help alliance team members
learn to effectively engage
with partners, building
understanding and trust, yet
respect corporate boundaries
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Learn a 5-step process for
innovatively resolving
complex issues that
maximizes value for all
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A Few Alliance Management Training Projects
Our training projects drive results for a variety of audiences
Collaboration Skills: A course taught as part of the company’s core
talent development program, delivered to collaboration sales
professionals and medical science liaisons
Executive Coaching: One-on-one support for executives new to
alliance management
Alliance Manager Onboarding: Personalized training for new alliance
managers

Key Practices and Tools: A series of workshops for scientists taking on
alliance management roles adapted core concepts for the Institute’s
many partner types. A few of the individual sessions included Running
Effective JSC Meetings, Metrics and KPIs for Alliance Managers,
Alliance Startups

“The best training on alliances and partnerships.”—Alliance Director, External Innovation
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Bring Alliance Training to the Community
Not everyone is an alliance manager, but everyone needs alliance management skills

Working with partners: High potential leaders from across the
business benefit from an in-depth look at the collaborative leadership
behaviors that make for effective working with partners. A few of the
course modules include: Listening to Understand, Speaking to be
Understood; Bridging Differences; Alliance Decision Making;
Managing When You’re the Little Dog; Collaborative Problem Solving

Alliance Management Academy: From a foundational course for
alliance managers in all business units, to special topic modules made
available to alliance teams, our trainings formed the core of efforts to
create baseline understanding of core alliance concepts including
Decision Making; Risk Management; Understanding Culture;
Governance, and Effective Communication

“A very valuable series of sessions through which we gained many new insights on the nature of alliances,
the opportunities they offer, and the pitfalls to avoid”—Market Access Manager
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Training Gets an Alliance Started Right
Use workshops to set the stage for a productive alliance

Building the Alliance Ecosystem: A series of workshops for alliance
team members and governance committee members help drive a
cultural shift in how the members of an asset-centric development
ecosystem work together. Modules include: Language of
Collaboration; Communication Techniques; Influence, Control,
Oversight; Vision and Values

The Startup Experience: Co-development and co-commercialization
alliances between global commercial giants and research-intensive
biotech startups require a lot of learning to understand each other
and bridge differences. Modules include: Aligning Business Processes;
Building Common Language with Shared Meaning; Establishing
Operating Principles

“The scenarios were very relevant and applicable beyond alliance relationships. It really hit home with
me addressing communication and managing expectations with the partner.”—Global Project Leader
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The Digital Transformation of Alliance Management is Here!
Workshops guide alliance professionals to use digital technology to expand reach, influence, and demonstrate value

Alliance-Centric Digital Platform
Together with our partner, allianceboard, a next-generation
digital platform developed by alliance professionals for alliance
professionals, learn to take your practice into the digital age. It
is mission critical in the world of remote work!

Automate
Routine Services

Free professionals
to focus on the high
value services that
matter most to
stakeholders
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Make Your Work
Visible

Scale-Up Your
Services

Create room to provide
It is hard to
demonstrate your value value on new types of
alliances and to drive
when no one sees what
partnering skills
you do. Digital lets you
throughout
the company
be seen
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We’re determined to empower your partnering and
collaboration success through our consulting, training, and
assessment services. Understanding your business needs,
we chart your roadmap to build the mindset, skillset, and
toolset to drive customer, stakeholder, and partner value in
our together but apart world of work.
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Jan Twombly, CSAP
PRESIDENT
Jan Twombly, Certified Strategic Alliance Professional (CSAP) is a trusted advisor to leaders in both industry and
academia, helping to develop their organizations’ ecosystem partnering and alliance strategies. Her clients count on her to
advise on establishing new alliances, to develop alliance management process and procedures, and to step in when
alliances are in trouble. Her current emphasis is on applying agile principles to alliance management and digitizing its
workflow. She serves on the Board of Directors of the Association of Strategic Alliance Professionals (ASAP), overseeing
their editorial and content strategy. She is a frequent contributor to Strategic Alliance Quarterly, regularly speaks on
collaboration and partnering, and is co-author of The Partnering Guide™ blog and numerous whitepapers.
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Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD
PRINCIPAL
Jeff Shuman, CSAP, PhD is principal, The Rhythm of Business and Professor Emeritus of Management, Bentley University.
An educator and trusted advisor to executives and managers who are embracing entrepreneurial management and the
power of collaboration to drive business transformation and success, he blends the theoretical with the practical, providing
useful, easily implementable and repeatable advice. Believing that one can’t teach without experience, he’s founded or
been part of the founding team of five companies across multiple industries—including a computer company that was the
first to build an alliance with Microsoft to distribute Windows 3.0 through an original equipment manufacturer (OEM)
environment. All of his companies have had partnering as a core strategy and organizing principle of the business.
© 2020 The Rhythm of Business, Inc.
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Our Services and a Few of Our Clients
Embed partnering throughout the organization.
Create desired outcomes. Demonstrate the value of alliance management

Consulting

Alliance Management Training

Strategize, build, and integrate your end-toend partnering practice to demonstrate
value to stakeholders and partners and
outcomes for customers. Design and
activate individual alliances

Hands-on coaching, support on challenging
alliances, digital training to grow partnering and
alliance management expertise and collaborative
skills; digitize alliance management workflows

Assessments
Data-driven, contextual analysis provides
deep insights that solve problems and drives
measurable improvement

A Few of Our Clients
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Recent Publications
Visit www.rhythmofbusiness.com/insights for our latest blog posts, whitepapers, and presentations.
Be sure to highlight “All Publications” to see all!
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CONTACT US

We look forward to connecting with you!

313 Washington St
Ste 300
Newton, MA 02458, USA

+1 617-965-4777
+1 617-851-0135

info@rhythmofbusiness.com www. rhythmofbusiness.com

Empowering Partnering and Collaboration Success
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